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INT. LIVINGROOM - DAY

MARCUS (10) and KEVIN (10) put the finishing touches on their

HotWheels movie set.

The living room is filled with cardboard backgrounds,

miniature lights from Dad, and of course an EPIC RACE TRACK!

MARCUS

Alright, I’m rolling.

Kevin flips the lights on, Marcus grabs his Mom’s cell phone.

KEVIN

Let’s do this. 3...2...1... Action!

MOVIE MODE

CRAYON DRAWN TITLE CARDS: CRUISER CANYON, NEAR FUTURE

EXT. HOT HEADZ MOTOR CLUB

A collection of HOTWHEELS Cars are parked out front. Several

Hot Headz (finger puppets) congregate next to their favorite

HotWheels Cars.

PENNY, next to her Green racer, notices something’s off.

PENNY

Someone stole all the Turbo

Crystals!

JACKSON, looks up from fixing his Red speed daemon.

JACKSON

Weird... Where’s Bruiser?!

JUST THEN, Bruiser’s black beast crashes through a set of

Barrels.

BRUISER

(Finger puppet “inside the

car,” surrounded by

glowing turbo booster

nuggets)

Haahahaaa! So long suckers!

NEARBY HOT HEAD

Our cars can’t run without them!



2.

JACKSON

(Already inside the car,

Pulls out a crystal)

He didn’t get em all...

Jackson peels out of the Hot Headz parking lot, leaving a

cloud of dust in his wake.

EXT. CRUISER CANYON HIGHWEAY

A metropolis of orange track, connecting a futuristic city.

JACKSON

(Over his radio)

Penny, we gotta stop him before he

leaves DEAD MAN’S RAVINE.

PENNY

OK, but be careful, Jackson.

Bruiser never plays fair.

Bruiser flies up and around a loop.

JACKSON

Yeah, tell me about it!

BRUISER

You want the boosters, come get em!

The two cars race through cardboard buildings, knocking

pieces of walls and (miniature) furniture out of their way.

The cars whip past a sign for DEAD MAN’S RAVINE. Penny stands

next to a barricade on the far end.

The cars race towards bridge.

PENNY

Wait, what’s that?

Zoom in on: SNEAKY PETE, laying dynamite onto the bridge!

BRUISER

Sneaky Pete, let’s start the show.

SNEAKY PETE

You got it Boss.

The two cars race towards the bridge. Bruiser speeds past the

dynamite.

CUT TO:



3.

INT. LIVING ROOM

The boys are mid-making of their epic movie.

MARCUS

Wait, dude, he’s never gonna make

it across!

KEVIN

Watch this.

MOVIE MODE

Jackson races towards the bridge.

JACKSON

(Inside the car)

Penny, a little help here!

PENNY

You can thank me later.

A ramp lifts up on the track, Jackson hits the gas. The ramp

sends Jackson into the air! Bruiser passes the dynamite.

BRUISER

(Inside the car)

LIGHT IT UP!

Dynamite blows the bridge to KINGDOM COME, just as Jackson

flies through the explosion!

BRUISER (CONT’D)

Yeeeehaawwww!

Bruiser SMASHES through the barricade!

BRUISER (CONT’D)

Yeah, like that could stop me.

SUDDENLY, Jackson flies in from above, and smashes into

Bruiser, sending him off the cliff and into the pool below.

BRUISER (CONT’D)

Noooooooooo!

Bruiser’s car lands with a splash. Neon Turbo Crystals float

all around him in the pond.

JACKSON

Turbo Boosters for everyone!

The crowd of Hot Headz have showed up to cheer Jackson on!



4.

CRAYON TITLE CARDS READ:

[The End.]

Just then a hand yanks it out...

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM

Kevin holds the camera. Marcus holds the title cards.

MARCUS

Wait, what happened to Sneaky Pete?

MOVIE MODE

We see the Hot Headz celebrating off into the distance, when

Sneaky Pete pops up in the foreground and laughs sinisterly.

CUT TO:

CRAYON TITLE CARDS READ:

[To Be Continued...]

[A film by Marcus &amp; Kevin]

[HotWheels Logo]
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***BEGINNING THIS DRAFT, MARCUS’ NAME WILL CHANGE TO MAX***

INT. LIVINGROOM - DAY

Kevin and Max are surrounded by a sea of Hot Wheels tracks.

They’ve just witnessed the most EPIC pilot ever!

KEVIN

Dude, this is the most epic movie

ever!



*

*



MAX

Let’s keep it going!



*



Kevin SNAPS track in place.



*



Max PLACES two skyscrapers.



*



Kevin TWEAKS the position of a barrel.



*



Max picks up the camera, and begins filming.

EXT. DOWNTOWN CRUISER CITY - DAY

The HOT HEADZ are celebrating their victory, around JACKSON.

There’s a giant pile of TURBO CRYSTALS. We see the Hot Headz

INSERTING turbo crystals into their cars, and powering them

up again.

JACKSON

Finally, we have all the turbo

crystals again! No one can beat us

now!



*

*

*

*



SUDDENLY, a LASER-BLAST blows a hole in the pavement! Turbo

crystals fly everywhere. We look up to see GIANT ROBOTS

attacking the city!

PENNY

Everyone, scatter!



*



The cars scatter, dodging laser blasts left and right!

Jackson’s heads one way, Penny another.

Above, we see SNEAKY PETE sitting in the control booth of one

of the giant robots. He fires at the cars below.

SNEAKY PETE

You won’t get away!

Back at ground level, Jackson races to avoid giant robot feet

smashing down behind him!



*



Blue Rev. (08/21/15)



2.



Jackson zips between buildings, as walls get destroyed behind

him. Jackson goes over a loop, seconds before it is blown up

by a robot. He smashes through crates at a market, with the

giant robot behind him.

Sneaky Pete’s Robot POV: We see Jackson in his scopes.

Suddenly, Jackson shoots into a tunnel.

Sneaky Pete looks for Jackson. He’s gone.

SNEAKY PETE (CONT’D)

You think you can escape me?

INT. LIVINGROOM - DAY



*

*



MAX

(smirks confidently)

Looks like Jackson’s getting away.



*

*

*



KEVIN

Not for long...



*

*



Kevin takes SNEAKY PETE’s car from the ROBOT’S HEAD.



*



He sets it on the Track leading to the Tunnel.



*



EXT. TUNNEL



*



SNEAKY PETE peels off after Jackson and into the tunnel!



*



INT. TUNNEL



*



Jackson and Sneaky Pete, cars GLOWING UNDERNEATH, race

through the tunnel. Sneaky Pete is hot on Jackson’s tail.

Jackson hits the turbo as they race through the LED tunnel!



*



The exit is coming up! We’re almost there!



*



EXT. CRUISER CITY - DAY

Jackson flies out of the tunnel and around a curve, Sneaky

Pete follows him tightly. They jump ramps, and charge over

loops.



*



The two race towards a CONSTRUCTION SITE. Jackson PLOWS

through cones and signs.



*

*



Blue Rev. (08/21/15)
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We see Jackson racing, POV in someone’s gun sights.

CUT TO:

BRUISER at the top of Crystal Mountain, in a MISSILE LAUNCH

control center.

BRUISER

Bruiser’s back! And this city will

be mine!

Bruiser FIRES a MISSILE at the construction site! It

collapses, right on top of JACKSON, in a cloud of dust and

fire! [No actual pyrotechnics will be used]



*

*

*



Reveal a WIDE SHOT of the city, completely overrun by giant

robots.

Penny races down the track...

PENNY

Don’t worry Jackson, I’m coming for

you!

[TITLE CARD: To Be Continued...]



*

*

*

*
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